Northwest Trade Gun

Recommended as Track’s easiest gun kit, with fewest parts, and simple geometry. Our very best choice for the first time gun maker, who wishes to learn gun making, to build longrifles, flint fowling guns, or pistols.
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#SP-NW-8-B
Serpant side plate, wax cast brass
$14.99

#Stamp-KPM
British barrel maker's stamp
$29.99

#Stamp-FU
Circle Fox
Northwest Trade Gun barrel and lock stamp
$29.99

#Stamp-EB
Hudson's Bay Co.
Tombstone Fox barrel and lock stamp
$29.99

Northwest Trade Gun

parts kit, as listed ........................................$653.27

Modeled after an 1816 - BARNETT Northwest Trade Gun, correctly detailed, with early 2” wide buttplate. Order any individual part or our complete set.

#Lock-Tryon
flint lock, for Northwest Trade Gun $145.99
#STK-NWI-M1
stock, shaped, pre-inlet, maple $220.00
• Stock also in walnut.
#BBL-20-42
barrel, 20 gauge, 42” octagon-to-round $179.00
• Or select our 42”, 36” or 30” barrels, in 20, 24, or 28 gauge.
#Plug-ST-16-3-R
plug, 3/4-16 thread, straight tang $9.99
• Plug installation, #Labor-BP, is extra cost, often with same day shipment.
#TR-NW-3-T
trigger, wax cast steel $7.99
#SP-NW-8-B
serpent sideplate, wax cast brass $14.99
#BP-NW-1-B
butplate, bent flat brass, as original $19.99
#TG-NW-1-I
triggerguard, wax cast steel $18.99
#Ramrod-6
ramrod, 3/8” diameter, 48” length $1.49
#RT-6-8-B
ramrod tip, 3/8” brass, 8-32 thread $2.29
#RP-NW-F-6-B
ramrod pipe, 3/8” brass, use two $2.59
#UL-NW-1
barrel lug for pin, flat base, use one $1.50
#UL-NW-S1
barrel lug, concave base, use two $1.60
• We install barrel lugs, soldered at extra cost, as listed on next page.
#FS-Fusil-1-GS
front sight, wax cast nickel silver $5.99
• Brass or iron front sight, #FS-NW-2-B or I available. Sight installation available.
#THL-S-4-S
flash hole liner, 1/4-28, stainless $2.99
#Screw-Set-NW
set of unplated screws and pins $7.19
#Plan-NW
full size assembly drawing $6.50
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